Splice sites of human papillomavirus type 16 E6 gene or heterologous gene required for transformation by E7 and accumulation of E7 RNA.
Transformation of primary baby rat kidney cells by the human papillomavirus type 16 (HPV 16) E7 gene and efficient accumulation of E7 RNA have been shown by this laboratory to depend on the integrity of the nucleotide position (nt) 880 splice donor site. Here, the splice sites within the HPV 16 E6 open reading frame (ORF) and the sites of the SV40 splicing unit were examined for an ability to provide this requirement. Constructs containing the HPV 16 E6 sites and the SV40 splice site sequences were used for transformation and RNase protection assays. E6 splice sites supported a low level of transformation, in assays for complete HPV 16 early region constructs containing loss-of-function mutations of the nt 880 site. Using constructs with wild-type E6 or SV40 splice sites showed that both splice sites could substitute similarly for the requirement in cis of the nt 880 site for transformation. HPV 16 E6 mutated splice site and SV40 splice site in reverse, nonfunctional orientation relative to the promoter, were not transformation competent. The HPV 16 E7 RNA levels for the E6 splice site constructs correlated closely with the transformation frequency. The SV40 splice sites were required for E7 transcript accumulation. The results showed E6 splice site function and evidence for enhanced exon skipping from E6 splice donor site to acceptor sites 3' of the E7 ORF. This was shown with constructs containing loss-of-function mutations of the nt 880 site. These results confirmed the function of the splice sites by the transformation competent constructs and suggested lower transformation frequency than for wild type was due to skipping of the E7 exon. These patterns of transcripts may have a role in the regulation of gene expression during progression to malignancy. The combined results revealed that the general presence of a functional splice donor site was absolutely required for transformation by HPV 16 E7 and accumulation of E7 RNA.